Friday, November 22, 1946

The Tech

Harriers Take 10-4/4 Championships

Team Balance Again
Pots tech in front;

Running again a record field of 35 colleges, Tech cross country team, the third team of the New England Intercollegiate Cross Country Tournament, won the annual event on Saturday, November 16, over the favorite Van Hall of Notre Dame.

Lions Lose Track hardwood

Only 14 of the 30 competing teams opened a full team of five men this year. This year, against nine in the regular season.

By Harry Lebof, who finished M.I.T. second in the final, third in the second, tech's hard money in fourth place.

New Type Dinghychristened; model for future fleet

A new experimental dinghy was christened at ceremonies at the Technology Nautical Association, 90 Mass. Ave., Cambridge.

The first time the dinghy has been built successfully except that a canoe-like shape has been used in order to increase efficiency and to allow easier steering.

The new dinghy is a combination of the original craft, except that a canoe-like shape has been used in order to increase efficiency and to allow easier steering.

The new dinghy is a combination of the original craft, except that a canoe-like shape has been used in order to increase efficiency and to allow easier steering.

Stevens Defeated

By tech booters

Two defeats and one victory were the results of the last few weeks for the Tech booters.

Tech defeated Stevens 3-1 in a close game at the New York Athletic Club. The Tech booters scored twice during the afternoon, one of the touchdowns on the first touchdown in Tech's fourth defeat of the season.

The last game of the season will be played against Brown next week. The players who will be available for the Brown game are:

B. K. Winn, winner of the Round Robin-sun.

The last in a series of elimination meets for the Tech booters was held at Springfield Tech. The Tech booters won the last game of the series and are now facing Brown in the second game of the Brown series.

Tufts Sailors Take Schell Cup

Tufts Place Sixth in Charles River Race

A Tufts College sailing team picked up points to capture the Schell trophy, completing at the Boston Yacht Club's Charles River naval in the fall of last season.
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The winning sailors from Tufts were captained by Charles Gallagher and Colleague with crew members 11 Lane and George Sikes, the team of Gallagher and Lane captured a total of 13 points in the final day of racing while their teams sailed for the other 4.

The scores of last Sunday's games are as follows:

- University 18; Yale 18; M.I.T. 26; Coast Guard 21; Boston University 18

The final team scores for the varsity regatta are:

- University 18; Yale 18; M.I.T. 26; Coast Guard 21; Boston University 18

The morning of the finals occupied the full team were not included in the varsity regatta. The varsity regatta was held in the Charles River basin on November 5.
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B. K. Winn, winner of the Round Robin-sun.
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